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                  Ultimate privacy - una casa privata 

                
                
                

                
                An old and stony fisherman's ruin and its surrounding area of enchanting gardens descending to a private rocky beach has been carefully restored with a vision to create an exquisite and private retreat - Casa Privata

                

                Ca' P'a is situated in Praiano, a little town between Amalfi and Positano, on one of the most beautiful coasts in the world – the Amalfi Coast. Set within this inspiring vantage point of surrounding valleys, the extensive grounds at Ca' P'a include tranquil lawns, organic fruit and vegetable gardens as well as a private beach while enjoying the most fabulous view of the Mediterranean sea.



With only seven rooms Casa Privata offers an exclusive opportunity to savour the good things in life with a limited few, in complete privacy and seclusion. 
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                    	Seaside

                        
                        

                        
                        Our completely private seafront, which is exclusively for our guests, can be accessed by a series of steps at the bottom of our garden. We have created several platforms with sun lounges, little tables, parasols, as well as a fresh water shower for your utmost comfort and privacy. 
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                    	Rooms & Suites

                        
                        

                        
                        There are just seven rooms at Ca' P'a: two suites and a double room on the first floor,
and three double rooms with a large terrace on the top floor of the main villa, as well as an incredibly private garden suite two steps away from the main villa which has its own terrace leading onto the garden. 
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                    	Bar & Kitchen

                        
                        

                        
                        Herbs, spices, fruit and vegetables from our working estate are used in our recipes and
remedies – cultivated on the day, every day, for ultimate freshness. Our light Mediterranean dishes are created according to seasonal availability and fresh local ingredients.
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                    	The Garden

                        
                        

                        
                        The opportunity to spend the entire day outside is one of the great advantages of life by the sea. In this more than 5,000 square meter space you can enjoy the great coastal panorama while wandering around sculpted hedges, enjoying local and exotic plants and flowers. It is yours to explore and see where your senses take you.
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                    	History

                        
                        

                        
                        Sailing along the coast an old ruin was discovered. It was the only house that looked different to all the other neighboring houses with signs of old traditions and charm. Its location was fascinating as it stood isolated amidst a wide-open space, slightly sloped towards the sea. 
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                    	Exclusivity

                        
                        

                        
                        Ca' P'a reveals its complete attraction when you have it to yourself, offering you absolute privacy. 
Whatever the occasion: weddings, birthdays, private and corporate events or simply for an unforgettable family holiday.
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                    	Events

                        
                        

                        
                        Celebrate with up to 120 guests under the stars and with the most amazing views of the Amalfi Coast and Capri.
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                    ...saturated with Mediterranean charm and contemporary good taste ... softened with natural colors and lots of pillows ... Casa Privata’s location ensures serenity and immunity from the summer crowds.

                    Conde Nast Traveler HOT LIST 2006

				

            
                
                    Forget Positano – This picturesque town is the Amalfi Coast’s best-kept secret

                    Vogue, November 2017

				

            
                
                    Stylish yet relaxed Casa Privata is hidden away in the back lanes of low-key Praiano, set in a dreamy, rambling garden. It’s a sort of bucolic retreat that can be hard to come by on the tourist-frenzied Amalfi Coast.

                    The Telegraph

				

            
                
                    A former fisherman's house in grounds that descend to a private rocky beach, Casa Privata has six bedrooms with original, rough-stone cupola ceilings and large private terraces with glorious views along the coast to Capri.

                    Conde Nast Traveller, September 2016

				

            
                
                    ...the town offers the most beautiful sunsets on the Amalfi Coast

                    New York Times, July 20, 2016
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                    	Pool

                        
                        

                        
                        Surrounded by lemon and olive groves with unobstructed views of the open sea and the coast our pool offers an extremely peaceful atmosphere.
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                    	Library

                        
                        

                        
                        Read and look through some of our press features, diary newsletters and best sunsets from Ca' P'a.
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                    	Gallery

                        
                        

                        
                        Discover Ca' P'a and its grounds on a picture adventure.
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        Via Rezzola 41 - 84010 Praiano (SA) - Italy

		T +39 089 874078  |  info@casaprivata.it
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    BOOK NOW •
    
        click here to check availability and rates

        
    

  

  












